2006 GJCL MYTHOLOGY EXAM

FILL IN the first four blocks of the SCANTRON SHEET with YOUR OWN four-digit code and the next four blocks with the code for THIS EXAM – 1006. FILL IN COMPLETELY the space on the answer sheet corresponding to the correct answer for each question. DO NOT WRITE ON THE EXAM ITSELF.

1. This sculptor made a statue that came to life.
2. This Greek Hero had nothing to say to Odysseus in the Underworld.
3. This woman was Odysseus’ mother.
4. This man was Odysseus’ father.
5. This soldier was Aeneas’ charioteer, whom Diomedes killed.
6. This was the name of Odysseus’ dog.
   a. Io  b. Argos  c. Anubis  d. Cerberus
7. This warrior is not a son of Priam.
8. This Hero injured Aphrodite and fought with Ares.
9. This god brought Priam to Achilles.
   a. Apollo  b. Iris  c. Hermes  d. Allecto
10. This woman was Pyrrhus’ mother.
    a. Leda  b. Thetis  c. Circe  d. Deidamia
11. This was the name of Hector and Andromache’s son.
12. This was the name of Arete and Alkinos’ daughter.
13. What artifact did Hephaestus craft for Achilles which depicted two cities?
14. What object sacred to Athena protected Troy from destruction?
    a. The Palladium  b. The Aegis  c. The colossus  d. The pillars of Herakles
15. What did Aphrodite give to Hera that allowed her to trick Zeus?
    a. Her bracelet  b. Her girdle  c. Her necklace  d. Her dress
16. What was the answer to the Sphinx’ riddle which Oedipus answered correctly?
    a. A cat  b. A sword  c. The moon  d. A man
17. Who was the blind prophet that advised many kings, including Odysseus and Oedipus?
18. This king fed to his brother his brother’s own children.
    a. Atreus  b. Thyestes  c. Cadmus  d. Aeson
19. These angry beings pursued Orestes after he killed his mother.
    a. The Fates  b. The Muses  c. The Furies  d. The Maenads
20. These 50 daughters married Aegyptus’ 50 sons.
    a. Danaids  b. The Bacchae  c. The Maenads  d. The Vestal Virgins
21. This centaur tutored many heroes.
22. This hero killed the Chimaera.
23. This hero navigated the labyrinth with a ball of thread.
   a. Sarpedon  b. Theseus  c. Admetus  d. Tydeus
24. The answer to #23 abandoned this girl on an island.
25. This woman murdered her own children.
   a. Medea  b. Clytemnestra  c. Hera
26. This king owned the flesh eating, fire breathing horses.
27. Herakles frequently wears this article of clothing.
   a. A toga  b. A bronze cuirass  c. a circlet  d. A lion’s skin
28. This is the name of Herakles’ first wife, whose children he slew.
29. This Queen surrounded the city of Babylon with walls of brick.
   a. Dido  b. Thisebe  c. Semiramis  d. Ishtar
30. This man was Dido’s husband.
31. This was Aeneas’ son.
32. This god caused Aeneas’ steersman to fall into the ocean and die.
33. Aeneas found this hero changed into the form of a tree.
34. Aeneas’ ships turned into these when they reached Italy.
   a. fish  b. trees  c. spears  d. nymphs
35. This man was the prince of the Rutulians.
   a. Pallas  b. Mezentius  c. Lausus  d. Turnus
36. What object belonging to Pallas did Aeneas find on Turnus?
   a. His swordbelt  b. His shield  c. His cloak  d. His helmet
37. In Aeneas’ retelling of the fall of Troy, who killed Priam?
38. Which of these is the river of forgetfulness in the underworld?
   a. Lethe  b. Styx  c. Phlegethon  d. Cocytus
39. Which two men went on a night time raid that resulted in their deaths?
   a. Ulysses and Diomedes  b. Pandarus and Bitias  c. Nisus and Euryalus  d. Cleobis and Bitos
40. This woman married Venus’ son, Cupid.